iliad Literary-Art Magazine
Social Media

The iliad used both Facebook and Instagram for Social Media to engage with our community, inspire creativity, and highlight our talented student artists.

https://www.instagram.com/iliadmag/
https://www.facebook.com/iliadliterarymagazine/

Compiled by Kaija Gilbertson Hall, Social Media Coordinator
HOW WE USED SOCIAL MEDIA THIS YEAR:

One way we used social media this year was for important announcements and achievements, updates on the progress of the magazine, and showing our community where they could find our magazine around town!
We are now accepting applications to be a member of the iliad Editorial Board for the 2021-22 school year! To apply, join the Google Classroom and fill out the application! Application does not guarantee placement on the Editorial Board.
iliadmag This morning we are working hard on copy edits for the magazine! 🧐
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natalieripps 💜💜👏

7w 1 like Reply

meghines I can’t wait to see the final product!!!🔥
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Liked by ethanry29 and 78 others

MAY 6

😄 Add a comment...
Here are our SIPA (@sipaatusc) evaluations for the 2020 edition of the iliad, “FLOW.” Thanks to your submissions and our editorial board last year, this was made possible! 🌺 COVER art by Trinity James, slide 3 art by Lilli Sams, slide 6 writing by Roberto De Paz-Garcia, slide 7 poetry by Randy Watson* (author wished to remain anonymous), slide 8 writing by Theron Camp, and all design done by Beatrice Acheson. 😊 #whatwedomatters #sjw2021 #iliad #clarkecentral #design
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Liked by ethanry29 and 52 others
FEBRUARY 25

Add a comment...
Editors from the Iliad Literary Art Magazine, which includes a magazine, a website, and social media, attended the virtual Fall National High School Journalism Convention from Nov. 19-21. Fall 2020 NHSJC Iliad award-winners:
Beatrice Acheson, Owen Austin-Totty, Andrew Robinson — Best of Show, Design
Iliad Literary Art Magazine — Best of Show, Literary Arts Magazine, #4
Beatrice Acheson — Design of the Year: Literary Magazine, Honorable Mention

Journalism Education Association recognizes Odyssey Media Group, Iliad Literary Art Magazine, and adviser for commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion. Read more about it.
http://jea.org/.../scribner-named-jea-diversity-award.../
NSPA LITERARY-ART MAGAZINE
HONORABLE MENTION: DESIGN OF THE YEAR

Beatrice Acheson, artwork by Frances Thrasher and poem by Letta Veeder

ILIADmag
Design Awards from NSPA!
30w

Liked by ethanry29 and 64 others
November 22, 2020
LAST CALL FOR ILIAD SUBMISSIONS!

JANUARY 31 DEADLINE TO BE FEATURED IN THIS YEAR'S ILIAD LITERARY ART MAGAZINE
iliadmag check out FLOW at local Athens businesses Independent Baking Co., Jittery Joes Roaster, Five and Ten, and Model Citizen Salon!
#supportlocalbusinesses #athens #FLOW
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HOW WE USED SOCIAL MEDIA THIS YEAR:

Another way we used social media was by spotlighting artists who were featured in the 2020 edition of the *iliad* as well as pieces that are to be included in the 2021 edition through both videos and photos.
Junior Jerian Brown stands with his piece "Icon" which was featured in last year's iliad. "Fun fact! This piece was meant to be just a simple portrait study with charcoal but I guess it turned into something bigger," Brown said. "I had decided to throw the Louis Vuitton print onto the face minutes before the deadline on impulse hoping it would look fine and it sort of elevated it. So, inspiration behind it was just taking a risk." He is interested in submitting again this year and you can join him in submitting at the link in our bio!
Laniya Jones Monologue

Journalism 1 student Laniya Jones reads her monologue “What Do You See” that will be featured in our 2021 edition of the iliad.
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sashacbaker Laniya is such a talented speaker! Always a standout at oratorical!
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APRIL 17

Add a comment...
Junior Henry Kurtz submitted his piece ‘Steel Dice’ to the 2019-2020 iliad and speaks on his creative process and his future submissions.

Very cool

Liked by elena.ghall and 65 others

November 8, 2020
Sophomore Frances Thrasher holds her piece “Merritt,” featured in last year’s iliad. “I love being able to paint people and places, in order to tell a story. I hope to further my future career in the arts,” Thrasher said. She plans on submitting art, a short story, as well as frames from her claymation to the upcoming iliad.
Sophomore Salai Diekumpuna reads her free verse poem titled “What Do You Go By?” Diekumpuna wrote this piece as a part of the annual Creative Writing Project that members of the ODYSSEY Media Group participate in. “My inspiration was a scenario that occurred this summer. It was a really hectic time, and this kid posted something really offensive about BLM. He mocked it and I was amazed at how all of my colored peers were deceived, and I wrote about that. I started with the last line in poem, and built my poem from there,” Diekumpuna said. “I included questions I had like, ‘What do my white peers think about me?’ ‘About’ is a key word because I don’t care what they think of me, but I wonder what they say about me in their head. Then I just wrote and...
HOW WE USED SOCIAL MEDIA THIS YEAR:

During a year of distance, we wanted our community to be familiar with our staff and our magazine and we did this through staff spotlights, photos of our meetings, and informational videos!
iliadmag For our first #staffspotlight of the year, meet Lucy Hines, the Co-Editor-In-Chief of the illiad! She is currently a senior at Clarke Central and spends her time hanging out with friends and getting her schoolwork done. illiad has been a very large part of her high school career by not only helping her grow in many ways on a team and creating friendships, but also being able to help students from Central display their creative works.

lucy.hines 🤗
35w Reply

natalieripps aww

Liked by elena.ghall and 121 others
OCTOBER 20, 2020
Meet senior Natalie Ripps who currently serves as Co-Editor-In-Chief of the iliad. Outside of school, her interests and hobbies include swimming, fashion, and binge watching shows. She loves iliad because it is a unique community for students to grow, collaborate, and work towards a common goal.

elena.ghall what an amazing eic 🔥

livripps OKAYY

Liked by elena.ghall and 124 others

October 22, 2020
Meet our Writing Director Daniel Garcia-Pozo! He loves being on the iliad Editorial Board because he values the opportunity to see so many different student perspectives reflected in creative work. Daniel also enjoys engaging with the CCHS community through presenting and advertising the magazine. Outside of iliad, he enjoys creative writing, theater, and board games.
iliadmag Meet Aida Bermudez, our Outreach Director. Aida loves iliad because she has a passion for art, writing, and poetry. She enjoys having the opportunity to express herself creatively through painting and seeing other student artists’ work. She appreciates the iliad community and is inspired by how creative they are!

ameliaa.simonee Sooo talented!!
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tojitrophywife @22.aida Literally so talented and kind! I’m so proud 😃

Liked by elena.ghall and 98 others
DECEMBER 4, 2020
Thank you all for the incredible submissions! In today’s meeting, we worked hard on finalizing them and sorting them into subsections! ✨

#WhatWeDoMatters #sjw2021
iliadmag Meet your 2020-21 iliad Editorial Board!! Lucy Hines and Natalie Ripps serving as Co-Editors in Chief, Clementine Acheson as Managing Editor, Daniel Garcia-Pozo as Writing Director, Grace Lang as Visuals Director, Aida Bermudez as Outreach Director, Connor Allen as Business Manager, and Kaija Gilbertson Hell as Social Media Coordinator!
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OCTOBER 13, 2020
HOW WE USED SOCIAL MEDIA THIS YEAR:

Our magazine is all about creativity and during the pandemic, sparking creativity was difficult for many so we used poetry prompts, Q&As, pieces from previous magazines, and DIY ideas to inspire more art and writing.
Senior Amanda Ochieng speaks on her process of capturing two photographs in the 2019-20 iliad "FLOW": The first, "In A Cowboy Hat" and the second, "Spanish Moss." She elaborates on her experience as a photographer, her plans for her future, and advice for other photographers.
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NOVEMBER 14, 2020

Add a comment...
HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN HANGING PLANT
TWO STAR-CROSSED LOVERS

sonnet
Alana Bartee-Gray // 9

She walked among the lovely spec’d stars
Breatheless, she cried with the singing blue wolves
Leftin the Northern Lights paint her doublet seizure
A flower in the moonlight surreal
The dark mystery of her lonesome past
With set-in-stone decision she walks
Feign the black void she created, so vast
Walks for someone who sought Pandora’s Box
A god so powerful to create it
To destroy his parent and brightest world
Her love for him turns to what stars commit
Burning in bright yet so far away and voided
Love of a mortal and god can bring pain
But love can make galaxies glisten
HAPPY SPRING!!

POETRY PROMPT

today’s prompt is to write a poem about spring!
iliad Literary-Art Magazine Social Media

The iliad Literary-Art Magazine has a full time Social Media Coordinator responsible for our online presence and connecting with our community!